We perform a global analysis of electroweak precision measurements to nd constraints on physics beyond the Standard Model. In particular, we discuss oblique parameters, which are useful to constrain additional matter elds, as well as extra Z bosons, and supersymmetry. W e also summarize the present information on the Higgs boson mass.
The LEP value is from A F B `, P , and P F B , while the SLD value is from A LR and A F B LR `. The data is consistent with lepton universality, which is assumed here. There remains, however, a 2:5 discrepancy between the two most precise determinations of s 2 , namely A LR and A F B b assuming no new physics in A b . Of particular interest are the results on the heavy avor sector 1 including R q = ,,had , A F B q, and A F B LR q, with q = b or c. There is a theoretical prejudice that the third family is the one which is most likely a ected by new physics. Interestingly, the heavy avor sector has always shown the largest deviations from the SM. E.g., R b deviated at times by almost 4 . Now, however, R b is in good agreement with the SM, and thus puts strong constraints on many t ypes of new physics. At present, there is some discrepancy in A Only a new ty p e o f p h ysics which couples at the tree level preferentially to the third generation 4 , and which does not contradict R b including the o -peak measurements by DELPHI 5 , can conceivably account for a low A b . Given this and that none of the observables deviates by 2 or more, we can presently conclude that there is no compelling evidence for new physics in the precision observables, some of which are listed in For the determination of the proper M H upper limits, we scan equidistantly over ln M H , combining the likelihood 2 function from the precision data with the exclusion curve interpreted as a prior probability distribution function from LEP 2 6 . This curve is from Higgs searches at center of mass energies up to 183 GeV. We nd the 90 95, 99 con dence upper limits, M H 220 255, 335 GeV: 4 Notice, that the LEP 2 exclusion curve increases the 95 upper limit by almost 30 GeV. The upper limits 4 are rather insensitive to the M Z used in the ts. This is due to compensating e ects from the larger central value of M Z corresponding to lower extracted Higgs masses and the larger error bars in the data driven approach 8 as compared to evaluations relying more strongly on perturbative QCD 9 . While the limits are therefore robust within the SM, it should be cautioned that the results on M H are strongly correlated with certain new physics parameters, as discussed in Section II.
The accurate agreement of theory and experiment allows severe constraints on possible TeV scale physics, such a s uni cation or compositeness. For example, the ideas of technicolor and non-supersymmetric Grand Uni ed Theories GUTs are strongly disfavored. On the other hand, supersymmetric uni cation, as generically predicted by heterotic string theory, is supported by the observed approximate gauge coupling uni cation at an energy slightly below the Planck scale, and by the decoupling of supersymmetric particles from the precision observables. As I will discuss in the following Sections, those types of new physics which tend to decouple from the SM are favored, while non-decoupling new physics generally con icts with the data.
II. OBLIQUE PARAMETERS: BOUNDS ON EXTRA MATTER
The data is precise enough to constrain additional parameters describing physics beyond the SM. Of particular interest is the 0 -parameter, which is a measure of the neutral to charged current i n teraction strength and de ned by Notice, that in such a t the S parameter is signi cantly smaller than zero. From this an isodoublet of technifermions, assuming N T C = 4 technicolors, is excluded by almost 6 standard deviations, and a full technigeneration by more than 15 . However, the QCD-like models are excluded on other grounds, such a s F CNC. These can be avoided in models of walking technicolor in which S can also be smaller or even negative 12 .
III. EXTRA Z 0 BOSONS Many GUTs and string models predict extra gauge symmetries and new exotic states. For example, S O 10 GUT contains an extra U1 as can be seen from its maximal subgroup, S U5 U1 . The Z boson is also the unique solution to the conditions of i no extra matter other than the right-handed neutrino, ii absence of gauge and mixed gauge gravitational anomalies, and iii orthogonality to the hypercharge generator. Relaxing condition iii allows other solutions including the Z LR appearing in left-right models with S U2 L SU2 R U1 gauge symmetry which di er from the Z boson by a shift proportional to the third component of the right-handed isospin generator 13 .
Equivalently, a non-vanishing kinetic mixing term 14 can also parametrize these other solutions 13 .
Similarly, E 6 
IV. SUPERSYMMETRY
The good agreement b e t ween the SM predictions and the data favors those types of new physics for which contributions decouple from the precision observables. In particular, supersymmetric extensions of the SM with heavy decoupling superpartners are in perfect agreement with observation. Other regions of parameter space, however, where some of the supersymmetric states are relatively light are strongly constraint b y the data.
In a recent analysis 19 we systematically studied these constraints within the MSSM with various assumptions about the mediation of SUSY breaking i.e. about the soft SUSY breaking terms. In a rst step, we identi ed the allowed region in parameter space taking into account all direct search limits on superparticles, but ignoring the additional information from the precision data. We then added the indirect constraints arising from SUSY loop contributions. We found that a signi cant region of MSSM parameter space has to be excluded, and that the lower limits on superparticles and extra Higgs states strengthen. See the results in Fig. II from an 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The precision data con rms the validity of the SM at the electroweak loop level, and there is presently no compelling evidence for deviations. A l o w Higgs mass is strongly favored by the data. While the precise range of M H is rather sensitive to M Z , the upper limit is not. However, in the presence of non-standard contributions to the S or T parameters, no strong M H bounds can be found.
There are stringent constraints on parameters beyond the SM, such a s S, T, U, and others. This is a serious problem for models of dynamical symmetry breaking, compositeness, and the like, and excludes a fourth generation of quarks and leptons at the 3 level. Those constraints are, however, consistent with the MSSM, favoring its decoupling limit.
Moreover, the low f a vored M H is in agreement with the expected mass range for the lightest neutral Higgs boson in the MSSM. Precision tests also impose stringent limits on extra Z 0 bosons suggested in many GUT and string models. They limit their mixing with the ordinary Z, and put competitive l o wer limits on their masses, especially in concrete models in which the U1 0 charges of the Higgs sector are speci ed.
